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ABSTRACT

A challenge in characterizing active region (AR) coronal heating is in separating transient (bursty) loop heat-
ing from the diffuse background (steady) heating. We present a method of quantifying coronal heating’s bursty
and steady components in ARs, applying it to Fe XVIII (hot94) emission of an AR observed by SDO/AIA. The
maximum, minimum, and average brightness values for each pixel, over a 24 hour period, yield a maximum-
brightness map, a minimum-brightness map, and an average-brightness map of the AR. Running sets of such
three maps come from repeating this process for each time step of running windows of 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 3, 1
and 0.5 hours. From each running window’s set of three maps, we obtain the AR’s three corresponding lumi-
nosity light curves. We find: (1) The time-averaged ratio of minimum-brightness-map luminosity to average-
brightness-map luminosity increases as the time window decreases, and the time-averaged ratio of maximum-
brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map luminosity decreases as the window decreases. (2) For
the 24-hour window, the minimum-brightness map’s luminosity is 5% of the average-brightness map’s lumi-
nosity, indicating that at most 5% of the AR’s hot94 luminosity is from heating that is steady for 24 hours. (3)
This upper limit on the fraction of the hot94 luminosity from steady heating increases to 33% for the 30-minute
running window. This requires that the heating of the 4–8 MK plasma in this AR is mostly in bursts lasting less
than 30 minutes: at most a third of the heating is steady for 30 minutes.

Keywords: Sun – active region – corona, coronal heating

1. INTRODUCTION

The temperature of solar active region (AR) corona is
millions of kelvins, hundreds of times that of the photo-
sphere, presenting a major mystery of solar-stellar astro-
physics (Klimchuk 2006; Reale 2014; Hinode Review Team
et al. 2019). The corona in ARs is much hotter than that of the
quiet Sun (Zirker 1993), evidently due to their stronger mag-
netic field. Several scaling laws have been derived in which
the rate of heating is directly proportional to some power of
the magnetic field strength in coronal loops and/or at their
photospheric feet (Rosner et al. 1978; Golub 1983; Klimchuk
& Porter 1995; Mandrini et al. 2000; Schrijver et al. 2004;
Warren & Winebarger 2006; Martens 2010; van Ballegooi-
jen et al. 2011). However, the heating in coronal loops does
not depend on the magnetic field alone; convection plays an
equally important role (Tiwari et al. 2017) – so that the loops
connecting the strongest magnetic field regions in ARs (um-
bra to umbra) are the dimmest coronal loops, challenging the
general validity of scaling laws.

Parker proposed that “nanoflares” release magnetic energy
of the order of 1024 erg per nanoflare and that these are ubiq-
uitous in closed-loop systems such as ARs (Parker 1988).
Nanoflares are a result of ‘local’ energy release by mag-
netic reconnection. The magnetic reconnection gets induced
by braiding of magnetic field lines driven by photospheric
magnetic convection (Parker 1972, 1983). Such reconnec-
tions are also possible when oppositely twisted coronal loops
interact (Gold & Hoyle 1960). Other heating mechanisms
include heating by MHD waves generated by photospheric
convection acting on the feet of coronal magnetic field, most
commonly invoked for open fields (e.g., Osterbrock 1961;
van Ballegooijen et al. 2011, and references therein). We
focus on the closed-loop AR coronal heating in this work.
In ARs, again, the coronal heating can be by dissipation of
MHD waves generated by magnetic reconnection.

AR coronal heating can be high-frequency (in that the
resulting coronal brightness of the heated loop is nearly
steady), or, low-frequency in that cooling of the heated loop
happens between each heating episode, which is “impulsive”
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(e.g., Klimchuk 2015). There have been observational re-
ports of both low-frequency and high-frequency heating and
it has been found that the low-frequency heating is significant
(e.g., Ugarte-Urra & Warren 2012). Magnetic reconnection
as such is intrinsically impulsive or unsteady (Priest & Forbes
2007); see e.g., Nitta (2000), and Reale (2014) for observa-
tional support of this idea. Modelling results of AR coronal
heating have largely suggested that the properties of observed
nanoflares are arguably incompatible with nanoflare models
that require long energy build-up (>10 s – several 1000 s)
and with steady heating (Cargill et al. 2015).

Background heating at large scales on the Sun is often re-
ferred to as non-AR, quiet Sun, heating (Klimchuk 2015;
Sakurai 2017). The solar AR corona consists of multiple un-
resolved structures (diffuse background) and resolved struc-
tures (bright coronal loops), see Figure 1 for a simple illus-
tration. The unresolved AR corona might contribute sub-
stantially, if not dominantly, to an AR’s coronal radiation
(Cirtain 2005; Asgari-Targhi et al. 2021). The ambient (or
background, ‘diffuse’) corona in ARs is at 1–2 MK, which is
also the temperature of many bright AR loops (Warren et al.
2002; Cirtain et al. 2006; Brooks 2019). It is therefore a chal-
lenge to single out and measure transient coronal loops with-
out contamination from the diffuse background along the line
of sight (LOS). We cannot understand the heating mecha-
nism/s, observationally or in models, if we cannot determine
the source of the emission, i.e., cannot determine how much
of the emission comes from bright coronal loops, and how
much from the diffuse background that remains unresolved
in high-resolution EUV observations (e.g., Cirtain 2005).

Different methods have been employed in the past to fig-
ure out and correct for this LOS contamination. Testa et al.
(2002) measured intensity profiles across loop structures and
assumed the background to be at the level of the line that
fits the lowest intensity values in the profile. The peaks of
profiles minus the background were considered to be the
intensity of coronal loops. Porter & Klimchuk (1995) and
Winebarger et al. (2003) used linear interpolation of the data
pixels just outside the loop pixels and smoothed this image
and then subtracted it from the original image. Del Zanna
& Mason (2003) used a similar method in that they calcu-
lated intensity of emission of lines within and just outside
coronal loops and subtracted the outside background inten-
sity from the intensity within the loops. Brooks (2019) per-
formed emission measure analysis of an AR to infer infor-
mation on the diffuse (unresolved) background, finding that
about half of the regions in their sample have narrow EM
distributions, peaking at T = 1.4 – 2 MK.

Here we present a different approach to quantitatively as-
sessing background and transient coronal heating in ARs.
From a set of AR coronal EUV images – from stepped times
over a selected time interval (time window) – we extract a

minimum-brightness map, a maximum-brightness map, and
an average-brightness map. Any loop-like feature in the min-
imum brightness map is a “steady loop” during the time win-
dow: each pixel of this loop is steadily at least that bright
in the coronal EUV image at each step time in the window.
On the other hand, the brightness of each pixel of any loop-
like feature seen in the maximum-brightness map is expected
to come from the peak of a transient brightening during the
time window. The brightness of each pixel of the average-
brightness map is the time-average brightness in that pixel
during the time window.

2. DATA AND METHODS

We use 24 hours of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) images
of NOAA AR 12712 observed on May 29, 2018 with the
Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012)
on-board Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al.
2012). Although AIA provides EUV images at 12-second ca-
dence we use 3-minute cadence data, which is sufficient for
our purpose in the present study. We followed the method
of Warren et al. (2012) and calculated “hot 94” images, i.e.,
Fe XVIII emission (radiated from the coronal plasma at 4-8
MK) by removing the warm components (of about 1 MK) of
the AIA 94 Å channel. For this purpose we combined AIA
94 Å channel data with the data of AIA 171 and 193 Å chan-
nels. This is the same data set (Fe XVIII emission) as used
in Tiwari et al. (2021) for finding out the mix of positive and
negative magnetic flux at the feet of the brightest transient
coronal loops in this AR; see their Figure 1. This AR is also
the same AR as observed by Hi-C 2.1 (Rachmeler et al. 2019;
Tiwari et al. 2019; Panesar et al. 2019). In Figure 2 we dis-
play an example AIA 94 Å image of the AR, as well as the
extracted hot 94 (Fe XVIII emission) image.

Because a significant amount of high-temperature emis-
sion in ARs can come from a decaying flare lasting many
hours (extended post-flare phase can last ≥10 hours, e.g., As-
chwanden 2001), we selected this AR that did not produce
any significant flare (≥ B-class GOES flares) from a day be-
fore through a day after our 24-hour observation period (the
24 hours of 2018 May 29). It is also worth mentioning that
the AR under investigation was at the peak of its emergence
during the 24-hour observations, and it started decaying soon
after, or even during, our 24-hour observation period (Tiwari
et al. 2021).

We estimated the noise in the hot 94 images by calculating
the 1σ variation of the intensity inside the four boxes in the
corners outlined by the yellow boxes, shown in the hot 94
image in Figure 2, and averaging those four values. We take
this averaged 1σ intensity noise value as the lower threshold
for above-noise pixels, i.e., only pixels having values above
this noise level were used for our analysis. Thus, remaining
noise, if any, should be quite small.
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Figure 1. A drawing depicting the diffuse background and bright coronal loops in an active region (AR). The upper panel is a top view, and the
bottom panel is the corresponding side view. The bright loops are in red, and the diffuse background is in light orange colour, which represents
random unresolved structures. Six vertical lines connecting the top and side views, in blue, mark the ends of the three largest bright loops, for
clarity.

To quantify the steady background heating we create mini-
mum brightness maps in the following way. We find the min-
imum brightness of each pixel in the hot 94 images in nine
different time windows, which range from the 24 hours to 30
minutes in width. For the 24 hour window a single map is ob-
tained containing the minimum intensity at each pixel of the
map over the 24-hour full sequence of 3-minute-cadence 480
hot 94 images. For the 30-minute window we find the min-
imum intensity of each pixel in the first 30-minute window
(centered on the fifth image from the start of the 480 image
sequence) and then in the next 30-minute window (centered
on the sixth image of the 480 image sequence), and so on.
This provides a series of running minimum brightness maps
at a 3-minute cadence. In the same way we obtained run-
ning minimum brightness maps for different time windows:
in total for nine windows of 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 3, 1, and
0.5 hours. The minimum-brightness map for the full 24-hour
interval can be seen in Figure 3. A similar method was used
by Falconer et al. (1997) to find “persistently bright” coronal
loops i.e., the long lasting steady bright loops in ARs.

Further, to quantify the bursty, transient heating, we made
maximum-brightness maps for all those intervals used for
creating minimum-brightness maps. For each running time

window, for making maximum-brightness maps, instead of
finding minimum intensity at each pixel over the time of the
span of the window for each step of the window, we found the
maximum intensity at each pixel. The maximum-brightness
map for the 24-hour interval can be seen in Figure 3. Note
that, as mentioned before, the selected AR is a quiescent one
with no large flares. Therefore, we do not expect, neither did
we notice, any of the image pixels to be saturated.

In addition to making minimum-brightness maps and
maximum-brightness maps of Fe XVIII emission of the AR,
we also made average-brightness maps for all the nine time
intervals. The average-brightness map contains the mean
value of each pixel over the time window. The average-
brightness map luminosity is used in interpreting the lumi-
nosities of the minimum- and maximum-brightness maps,
described in the next paragraph. Thus, in the same way as for
minimum-brightness and maximum-brightness maps, there
is only one average brightness map for the 24-hour window,
and there are progressively more average-brightness maps for
progressively shorter running time windows.

A map’s luminosity is the pixel-sum total brightness of
the map. For each time step of each time window, we
have the three maps (the minimum-brightness map, the
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Fe XVIII emission (hot 94) 

Figure 2. Snapshot of the 4–8 MK quiescent core of NOAA AR 12712. The left panel is an example image of the AR in the SDO/AIA 94
Å channel. The right panel is the 4–8 MK Fe XVIII emission (hot component of the AIA 94 Å channel) of the image in the left panel. The
yellow solid box outlines the region we analyze in this research work. The four dashed boxes in four corners outline the region used for the
noise estimation in hot 94 images.

maximum-brightness map, and the average-brightness map),
the three luminosities (the minimum-brightness-map lumi-
nosity Lmin, the maximum-brightness map luminosity Lmax,
and the average-brightness-map luminosity Lavg), and their
ratios (Rmin/avg = Lmin/Lavg,Rmax/avg = Lmax/Lavg, and
Rmax/min = Lmax/Lmin). For each step of the time window,
the brightness of each pixel of the each of the AR’s “hot 94”
images in the time window is the sum of two components:
(1) lsteady, the emission from all of the resolved and all of
the unresolved structures along the line of sight through that
pixel for which the “hot 94” emission along that line of sight
is constant during the time interval (of length τw) spanned by
the window, and (2) lbursty, the emission from all of the re-
solved and all of the unresolved structures along the line of
sight for which the “hot 94” emission along that line of sight
is not constant (is bursty) during the time interval spanned by
the window. Therefore, at each time step of the time win-
dow, Lminτw is an upper bound on the AR’s “hot 94” emis-
sion that is steady during the time spanned by the time win-
dow, Lavgτw is the AR’s total “hot 94” emission (steady plus
bursty) during the time interval spanned by the time window,
and Rmin/avg is an upper bound on the fraction of the AR’s
total “hot 94” emission that is from the steady component of
that emission during the time interval spanned by the time
window. If only some of the AR’s “hot 94” emission is con-

stant during the time interval spanned by the time window,
then, because part of Lminτw is from the AR’s bursty “hot 94”
emission, 1 −Rmin/avg is a lower bound on the fraction of the
AR’s total “hot 94” emission that is from the bursty compo-
nent of that emission during the time interval spanned by the
time window.

We obtain the three map luminosities for each step of each
time window to obtain the run of luminosity of each of the
three kinds of maps with time over the time range sam-
pled by the running time window, i.e., to obtain luminos-
ity light curves. From the map-luminosity light curves from
each running time window, we obtain (i) the time-average of
Rmax/avg (the time average of the ratio of the luminosity of the
maximum-brightness map to the luminosity of the average-
brightness map), and (ii) the time average of Rmin/avg (the
time average of the ratio of the luminosity of the minimum-
brightness map to the luminosity of the average-brightness
map). From that, we obtain (i) the dependence of these two
time-averaged ratios on the width of the running time win-
dow, and (ii) for each running-window width, (1) a time-
averaged upper bound on the fraction of the total heating of
the AR’s Fe XVIII-emission plasma that could be steady in-
stead of bursty on the time scale of the window width (i.e.,
time-averaged Rmin/avg), and (2) a time-averaged lower bound
on the fraction of the total heating of the AR’s Fe XVIII-
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Figure 3. The four types of images discussed in the text. Starting clockwise from the top left – an example Fe XVIII image frame from the
24-hour data set, the map with average pixel values over the 24 hours, the map of pixel maximum values over the 24 hours, and the map of pixel
minimum values over the 24 hours. The time (11:59:59) is the median time of the images in the 24 hours. Each image is plotted on its own
intensity scaling, as noted on the color bars. Similar maps were made for each 3-minute step of the 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 3, 1 and 0.5 hours running
windows.

emission plasma that could be bursty instead of steady on
the time scale of the window width (i.e., 1−time-averaged
Rmin/avg).

Figure 3 shows a four panel image in which an example hot
94 image and the average-brightness, maximum-brightness,
and minimum-brightness maps for the 24-hour window are
displayed. In Figure 4 we show another similar example but
this time from a running time window for the 3-hour time
interval. A movie corresponding to Figure 4 shows the evo-
lution of these maps, and is available online.

3. RESULTS

In Figure 5 we display normalized light curves of the
three types of examined maps i.e., minimum-brightness,
maximum-brightness, and average-brightness maps, for nine
different running time windows. As is obvious, the 24-hour
window light curves have a single point for each of the three
cases. In general, the fluctuations in each of the three light
curves increase as the time window decreases. This is reason-
able because the narrower the running time window, the more
the short-time heating activities are isolated. However, we
have not calculated the lifetime of individual events. There-
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Figure 4. Same as the Figure 3, but taken from the 3 hour running window. Starting clockwise from the top left – an example Fe XVIII image
frame from the 24-hour data set, an example map of pixel average values from the 3-hour running window centered at the same time (17:50:59
UT), an example map of pixel maximum values from the 3-hour running window centered at the same time, and an example map of pixel
minimum values from the 3-hour running window centered at the same time. The time (17:50:59) is the central time for the 3-hour window to
which these images belong. As evident from the color bars, each image has its own intensity scaling; see the movie “3hr 4panel.mp4”. Similar
maps were made for the 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 1 and 0.5 hours running windows.

fore, how the map brightness for each time-window changes
with the event lifetime is not addressed in the present work.

The Figure 5 shows luminosities for the three cases relative
to each other, because the normalization is done by dividing
each light curve with the maximum value of the light curve
of maximum brightness maps. To find out true fluctuations
in each of the three light curves, we normalised each of the
three light curves individually to their own maximum values,
and show in Figure 6.

The beginning of particularly the maximum-brightness-
map light curves, for about three hours, is notably luminous,
due to enhanced heating activities in the beginning of our
data set, when the AR was more newly emerged. The lu-
minosity in general decreases over time. This is consistent
with the progression of the AR’s coronal heating seen in the
Movie1 (3hr 4panel.mp4): the AR becomes less active with
time after completion of emergence.

Based on Figure 5, the minimum-brightness-map light
curves apparently show the least variations over time in
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Figure 5. Normalized light curves of minimum (Lmin), maximum ( Lmax) , and average brightness ( Lavg) maps for all nine time windows, the
windows being progressively smaller from top to bottom. The normalization is done by dividing each light curve with the maximum value of
the light curve of the maximum brightness map. The magenta, cyan, and chartreuse coloured light curves are for maximum, minimum, and
average brightness maps, respectively. On the X-axis, the window’s median time is given in the format of “05-29 00”, “05-29 03”...etc., which
means 29-May-2018 00 UT, 29-May-2018 03 UT...etc. The time stamps are at every 3 hours. As obvious, for the 24-hour window each light
curve has a single point. As the time interval (running time window) decreases the data points increase in number. Each data point is separated
by 3 minutes from the next or earlier data point. In the 30-minute light curves plot we show correlation between the three light curves at three
local intensity peaks via three dotted vertical lines.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but here normalization is done by dividing each light curve with its own maximum value.
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Figure 7. Luminosity ratio plots for all the nine time windows progressing from the 24-hour window to the 30-minute window from top to
bottom. Red and blue colours are for the ratio of the maximum-brightness-map luminosity to the average-brightness-map luminosity (Rmax/avg)
and the ratio of the minimum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map luminosity (Rmin/avg), respectively. The X-axis is the
window’s median time, as in Figures 5 & 6.
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the different running windows. The light curves for the
average-brightness maps apparently fluctuate more than the
light curves for the minimum-brightness maps and fluctuate
less than the light curves for the maximum-brightness maps.
However, as mentioned before, these fluctuations are rela-
tive. To find out the true fluctuations in each of these light
curves we normalized each plot with their own maximum
values (see Figure 6). Figure 6 shows that the fluctuations
in all the three plots are not too different. This was not ap-
parent in Figure 5.

The luminosity enhancements/transients in all the three
plots strongly correlate in time. This correlation becomes
more evident with decreasing time window width, and be-
comes most obvious in the 30-minute window. This cor-
relation is qualitatively demonstrated in Figure 5 by draw-
ing three vertical dotted lines in the luminosity plots for the
30-minute window. This indicates that when the maximum-
brightness map luminosity changes the minimum-brightness
map luminosity changes as well. In other words, the “back-
ground” intensity also gets enhanced with a transient event.
This would be the case if most of the “background” heating
were simply the decay tails of transient heating events.

To quantify the relative strength of background and tran-
sient heating, in Figure 7, we display the plots of the ratio
of the luminosity of the maximum-brightness map to the lu-
minosity of the average-brightness map and the ratio of the
luminosity of the minimum-brightness map to the luminosity
of the average-brightness map, for all the nine time windows.
These plots present the temporal variation of these two map-
luminosity ratios. Again, the greater scatter in the points in
the beginning of the plot for the 30-minute running window
for the ratio of the maximum-brightness-map luminosity to
the average-brightness-map luminosity shows briefer bright-
enings, i.e., resolved shorter-lifetime transients, than do the
beginnings of the corresponding plots for the wider windows.

The time-averaged ratio of the luminosity of the
maximum-brightness map to the luminosity of the average-
brightness map comes out to be 8.40±0.00, 6.91±0.57,
6.36±0.46, 5.84±0.42, 5.29±0.34, 4.73±0.24, 4.19±0.19,
3.21±0.17, and 2.64±0.15, for 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 3, 1,
and 0.5 hours windows, respectively. That is, the Fe XVIII
maximum-brightness-map luminosity from transient heating
is several hundred percent more than the Fe XVIII average-
brightness-map luminosity for each window, the maximum
being ∼850% for the 24-hour window and the minimum be-
ing ∼260% for the 30-minute window.

The time-averaged ratio of the luminosity of the minimum-
brightness map to the luminosity of the average-brightness
map comes out to be 0.053±0.00, 0.06±0.00, 0.08±0.00,
0.10±0.01, 0.12±0.01, 0.14±0.02, 0.17±0.02, 0.26±0.02,
and 0.33±0.03 for 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 5, 3, 1, and 0.5
hours windows, respectively. This indicates that, for the

AR’s Fe XVIII-emission plasma, the ratio of the background
(steady) heating rate to the average heating rate is small, at
most ∼5% for the 24-hour window, and at most ∼33% for the
30-minute window.

Further, to graphically display the trends of the above
ratios with time-window width, Figure 8 plots for each
time-window width the time-average ratio of the maximum-
brightness map’s luminosity to the average-brightness map’s
luminosity and the time-average ratio of the minimum-
brightness map’s luminosity to the average-brightness map’s
luminosity. The numbers used in these plots are also printed
on each panel of Figure 7 for each time window, and are the
time-averaged values of the luminosity plots in that figure.
Thus, to reiterate, the values in the plots of Figure 8 quantify
the relative strengths of the background and transient heating.

As the time-window width increases, the time-average
ratio of maximum-brightness-map luminosity to average-
brightness-map luminosity obviously increases. The ratio of
minimum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-
map luminosity decreases with increasing time-window
width but at a much smaller pace than the increase in the
ratio of maximum-brightness-map luminosity to average-
brightness-map luminosity with increasing time-window
width. It particularly does not show a significant change
for increasing time-window width beyond 5 hour. This sug-
gests that there might be background or steady heating of the
plasma, although as only a small fraction of the total heating.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We investigate the background and transient heating of
the Fe XVIII-emission hot coronal plasma of an active re-
gion (AR) and quantitatively assess these using running time
windows ranging in width. The use of minimum-brightness
maps, maximum-brightness maps, and average-brightness
maps is a new technique to gauge the background coronal
heating and transient coronal heating in ARs (in the way pre-
sented here for 4–8 MK coronal plasma of one AR). The 24
hour-window results indicate that at most 5% of the Fe XVIII
luminosity of the AR on average comes from heating that is
steady for 24 hours. This upper limit increases to 33% for
the 30-minute running window.

We use Fe XVIII emission because we are interested in
quantifying the background heating of the hottest emission
in a narrow wavelength, avoiding noise or false heating via
contamination of other wavelengths, as usually happens for
an AIA channel. In particular, it is well known that AIA 94
Å channel contains emission from the plasma at 1 MK and
4–8 MK (Lemen et al. 2012; Warren et al. 2012). Therefore
we isolate only the hot emission from AIA 94 Å channel and
apply our method to quantify the transient and background
heating of the AR’s Fe XVIII-emission coronal plasma at 4–
8 MK.
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Figure 8. Plots displaying how the time-averaged ratios of minimum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map luminosity (in red)
and maximum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map luminosity (in blue) depend on the width of the running time window.
As expected, the time-averaged ratio of minimum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map luminosity (time-averaged Rmin/avg, in
blue) increases as the time window decreases, and the time-averaged ratio of maximum-brightness-map luminosity to average-brightness-map
luminosity (time-averaged Rmax/avg, in red) decreases as the time window decreases. The standard deviations for blue are barely visible because
they are so small.

We note that in the present work we quantify the back-
ground and transient heating via time-averaged ratios. The
purpose here is not to quantify energies in individual events.
Rather it is to find out, on average, what percentage of the av-
erage AR heating might come from steady background, and
what percentage of the average AR heating might come from
transient activities.

Effectively, our assumption in this method of quantifying
the background (steady) heating is that the AR’s unresolved
diffuse-background hot-94 corona does not vary significantly
during the interval of the running time window at each step
of the window, and that during that interval the brightness of
each resolved bright coronal loop does significantly evolve.
Under this assumption, the minimum-brightness map cap-
tures an upper-bound approximation of the AR’s “steady”
background hot corona for time window’s interval at each
step of the window. More exactly, we assume that the AR’s
hot corona has a steady component that is steadily sustained
by corresponding steady heating. Under this assumption, the
brightness of each pixel of each minimum-brightness map
is an upper bound on the brightness from steady heating in
that pixel during that map’s time interval. This interpreta-
tion of the minimum-brightness map is true even if there is

zero steady heating and no steady component of the AR’s hot
corona.

We selected the time window of 24 hours as the upper limit
in our study because to best of our knowledge no transient
coronal loops reported in the literature, or in our selected AR,
live more than 24 hours (so that the background steady emis-
sion could dominate in minimum brightness maps). Most
AR coronal loops typically last ∼20—40 minutes (Mulu-
Moore et al. 2011; Peter & Bingert 2012; Tiwari et al. 2021).
Nonetheless, AR coronal loops have been observed to live
as short as a few minutes (Winebarger et al. 2013; Tiwari
et al. 2019) to as long as several hours (López Fuentes et al.
2007; Klimchuk et al. 2010). The loops that last several hours
are most likely due to mutual interactions of several to many
loops and thus are due to repeated adjacent heating episodes
(Warren et al. 2002; Tiwari et al. 2014). The hot loops in
our AR have on average a lifetime of about 45 minutes (Ti-
wari et al. 2021). Therefore, selecting a window width of less
than 30 minutes would be unreasonable because that would
include more bright loops in the background.

We used running time windows ranging in width from
24 hours (the full span of our Fe XVIII image sequence)
through eight progressively narrower windows, down to 30
minutes. Each window, via the minimum-brightness and
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average-brightness maps, yields an upper limit on the steady
component of the AR’s Fe XVIII emission and a lower limit
on the bursty component of that emission. That is, for any
given running time window, at each time step of the win-
dow, the ratio Rmin/avg of the minimum-brightness-map lu-
minosity to the average-brightness-map luminosity is an up-
per bound on the fraction of the AR’s Fe XVIII-emission lu-
minosity that is steady during the time interval of the win-
dow, and 1 − Rmin/avg is a lower bound on the fraction of the
AR’s Fe XVIII-emission luminosity that is not steady (i.e., is
bursty) during the time interval of the window. As mentioned
above, coronal loops in ARs are typically transient, living a
few minutes to a few hours (e.g., Tiwari et al. 2021, and ref-
erences therein). Here we quantify the quasi steady back-
ground heating and transient heating of the 4–8 MK plasma
in a solar AR by following it in Fe XVIII emission for 24
hours.

The background steady heating is expected in the Parker
(1988) scenario by magnetic energy dissipation via mag-
netic reconnection of fine-scale braided magnetic flux tubes
within and between an AR’s resolvable coronal loops. These
smaller events, which occur much more often, each contain
significantly less energy than a loop-brightening event, and
presumably form the diffuse background heating.

The wave-heating coronal heating model of van Ballegooi-
jen et al. (2011) is also for coronal heating that is predom-
inantly steady, which is not what our observational results
imply for the Fe XVIII-emission plasma in our AR. It is still
quite possible that such steady-heating scenarios are valid for
our AR’s Fe XVIII-coronal steady heating, which we find to
be small, at most a third of the total heating. Our results sug-
gest that most of the heating energy is stored in the magnetic
field in coronal loops that remain dim until a flare-like burst
of magnetic energy release – presumably via reconnection of
the field – is triggered somehow.

Flares that each release orders of magnitude more energy
than does a ≤ 1024 erg nanoflare have a power-law distri-
bution of event frequency with event energy. In a log-log
plot, that distribution has a slope that is flatter than −2. This
shows that AR coronal heating is not done by flare events in
the small-energy end of the distribution, because their power
output is less than that from events in the large-energy end
of the distribution, and the time-averaged power of the large-
energy events is far less than is needed to power AR coro-
nal heating (Hudson 1991). Therefore, the bursty Fe XVIII-
emission plasma in our AR is not from events that fit the flat
power-law distribution of normal (larger) flares. The bursty
heating events in our AR must be far more frequent than ex-
pected from the flat power-law distribution of flare events.
That much is clear from our results, but our results do not
determine the (event frequency) -versus- (event energy) dis-
tribution of AR’s bursty heating events.

Our method to quantify diffuse background (or steady)
heating filters signal from any transient heating in the given
time window. We have applied this technique to only hot 94
maps, but in principle this will work on any image-series of
EUV channel or any other wavelength to obtain minimum-
brightness maps and maximum-brightness maps. We lim-
ited our work to hot 94 because, as previously mentioned,
we wanted to quantify the background heating for this AR’s
4–8 MK Fe XVIII plasma, and introduce the technique. More
work is needed to find out if similar portions of steady heat-
ing and transient heating are obtained in other AIA wave-
lengths. We have only a first result from only one AR.

There are several limitations to the current study. An im-
portant limitation to the quantification of diffuse background
and transient heating by this method is that the effects of LOS
are still there; they can particularly dilute the measurement of
diffuse background heating. That means when we select the
minimum value of a pixel, there always may be one or an-
other bright loop along the LOS, obstructing us to evaluate
the true background heating (as demonstrated in Figure 1).
Thus, our estimated steady heating values are upper limits
on the background heating; the true background is even less.
What we have found for hot 94 may not be true for other
wavelengths; results may well be quite different for other
AIA channels, and need to be investigated.

In conclusion, our results suggest that most of AR high-
temperature heating is transient – the background or steady
heating is small, giving no more than a third of the to-
tal Fe XVIII luminosity of our AR at a given time. The
AR’s radiation output at 1–2 MK could be a lot bigger than
the hot 94 emission and is not addressed here. Whether
the heating of the 1–2 MK plasma in ARs is significantly
more steady and less bursty than the heating of the 4–8 MK
plasma remains an open question. The presented method
of creating minimum-brightness, maximum-brightness, and
average-brightness maps can be utilized for other science
analysis such as for finding the coolest and hottest structures,
and how these structures evolve, in flaring arcades/structures
and in filament eruptions etc.
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